Call for Editor(s) – Leadership
Expressions of Interest Welcome
Leadership is an international, peer-reviewed journal designed to provide an ongoing forum
for academic researchers to exchange information, insights and knowledge based on both
theoretical development and empirical research on leadership. It publishes original, highquality articles that contribute to the advancement of the study of leadership. The journal is
global in orientation and focus. As our guidelines for authors makes clear, we are particularly
interested in critical approaches to leadership
The journal is published six times a year in print and online at
https://journals.sagepub.com/home/lea
Responsibilities of the editorship include:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Leading the strategic development of the Journal with the support of the Editorial
Board
Managing and developing the Editorial Board and ensuring diverse geographical, gender and ethnic representation
Assisting in the appointment of other editorial team members, including ensuring members reflect the diversity of the
field and key viewpoints within the community
With the support of the Associate Editors, managing and overseeing the receipt of submissions, liaising with authors, and
editing articles. The Editor/s review papers and are responsible for content quality and relevance (More information on
the journal’s peer review policy can be found here)
Actively recruiting authors to contribute to the journal
Being the focus of editorial activity in their specialty, working to enhance the journal’s visibility and reputation
Liaising with SAGE Publications, ensuring the delivery of copy according to agreed production schedules
Representing and promoting the Journal, when possible, with the support of SAGE

Outgoing Editor, Dennis Tourish, is seeking to handover editorship after several years leading the journal forward. A single Editor
or two co-Editors (working in a job share) will be considered.
The new editorial position will be available from November 2022, with an official start in January 2023, to enable an effective
handover with the current editor. SAGE is offering an editorial remuneration and seeking an initial 3 to 5 year commitment.
SAGE invites expressions of interest by April 30th, 2022.
Those interested in making an application should send a brief CV and cover email. Please outline any experience that you have
which supports your application.
The selection process will be carried on by a panel formed by Editorial Team members, the outgoing Editor and the Publishing
Editor. All enquiries and expressions of interest should be directed via email in the first instance to:
Aina Margenat Blanch
Publishing Editor
aina.blanch@sagepub.co.uk

